2nd October 2020
Beech News
This week we have been
looking at Healthy Living and
Healthy Food. We have been
very active in PE playing
Netball and the whole class
won Star Baker in our Food
Technology lesson. We have
tried lots of different fruits from
all over the world in Form Time
as part of our Healthy Eating
Week.
Logan: One of the many
things we can do for a healthy
lifestyle is have a balanced
diet. When we played netball,
we had fun whilst getting fit.
We tasted food from around the world, I tasted the
mango and it tasted tropical.
Oumar: It’s important to eat lots of healthy food so your
body gets stronger and gets lots of energy. In Life Skills
last year; we celebrated Pancake Day and we ate
pancakes with Ms. Charnock. We took part in an
exercise activity as part of our Healthy Living lesson and
used the fitness equipment.
Kailey: Horticulture is my favourite lesson because I like
being outside in the fresh air which is good for my
health. I like collecting leaves, pulling up dead weeds
and growing our own vegetables to eat.

Pine News
Pine class had their first
experience of Greek food this
week with Greek afternoon of
tasting Greek foods and dancing.
Ewan: My Greek experience was
interesting. I’m not an olive
person, they tasted horrible. The
pitta bread and yoghurt were
nice but the feta cheese tasted
horrendous. The dancing was enjoyable.
Irfanul: I tasted different Greek foods in topic this week. I
thought the Greek pitta bread tasted like chapatti and I
liked that. I did not like the feta cheese, it tasted bitter. I
danced around the room to Greek music with my friends
and it was great fun.
Gabriel: I liked the afternoon because I enjoyed trying
different foods. I have been to a Greek restaurant in
Bedford town so I have tasted Greek food before and I
liked all the food we had today.
Jamie: I liked the Greek afternoon. The green olives
tasted like sour candy but they were ok. The black olives
were five times more sour than the green. I didn’t like the
honey and the feta cheese was very strong. The
afternoon was fantastic!
Daniela: I had a Greek feast on Wednesday with my
friends and I tasted seven different Greek foods. Pitta
bread, mozzarella and tomatoes, honey, feta cheese,
Halkidiki olives, Greek yoghurt and mixed olives. I gave
1/10 for the cheese because I thought it tasted horrible
and 6/10 for the honey. The green olives made me feel
sick but the black olives
were ok.
Isaiah: I enjoyed the
Greek food very much.
The yoghurt tasted like
porridge and rice
pudding. The pitta
bread was hard and the
olives were disgusting.

Tamsin: We are currently learning about netball in PE.
Doing sports keeps us healthy. I really liked playing
netball. I scored a goal and my team won.
Chloe: I liked playing netball with my friends. I scored a
goal when we were practising. Playing netball is good
for you so you can be fit and healthy.
Kade: We tasted different fruits. I tasted the satsuma
and it tasted really sweet. My favourite healthy food is
cucumber.
Allan: All the healthy fruits tasted amazing and I
enjoyed eating them. I like to keep healthy by lifting
weights, football and boxing.
John: The fruit tasting was spectacular. I helped
prepare all the food and I ate lots of mango.
Sohaib: I am joining the
SNAG (School Nutrition
Action Group!) team so that I
can talk about healthy food
in school. In the food tasting
today I liked talking about
the different countries all the
food we tasted comes from.
Grigoriy: I ate some banana.
I have never eaten banana
before – it was soft and
yummy.

Oak Class
For healthy living week,
Oak have been thinking
about what a healthy
superhero might look like!
We came up with some
excellent ideas and used
our communication mats
to think of what sort of
healthy foods our
superheroes might eat or

use for their powers.
Aishah: Miss Sheehan, my superhero (is) not healthy –
but I want (to be) healthy. He is brave and strong and
fast. I want exercise (to be) healthy.
Noah: It’s healthy food versus sour food! I think I vote
sour food. [My superhero has] an alien banana, toast
fire and a split grape.
Ibrahim: My superhero does running and sleeping to
stay healthy. He eats fruits and vegetables to keep his
powers.
Steven: [The superhero] He has a red watermelon head,
like people eat. He has a sword too.
Jacob: My superhero eats apples, pears and bananas.
He has a lettuce slice power and an avocado sword
and shield. A mini broccoli gun too!
Amelia: [This is] Super Amelia! She baths, sleep and
shower and make people extra safe and loved. My
superhero balanced meal [is] toast and milk.
Toby: Superhero eat
fruit apple banana.
Exercise hop. Clean
wash bubbles.
Ashmit: My superhero
he sleep, shower and
clean.
Ryan: [The superhero]
has fast and brave. He
healthy and strong.

Acer Class
In Science, Acer class have been
exploring objects using our senses.
We smelt, touched, tasted, listened
to and looked at different objects
and matched them to a sense.
Marcus: I really liked tasting the
apples. I used my hands to touch the
spiky ball.
Oliver: I tried to smell the fish. It smelt
bad. I ate crisps and apples. I liked
eating them.

Lolu: I tasted the quavers.
Allen: I smelt a disgusting fish. It
was horrible. I am going to puke
up!
Harry: I can see the glow sticks.
Max: I didn’t like smelling the fish! I
liked tasting the crisps and sweets.
Josh: I listened to the sounds. It
was a rain stick.

Maple Class
This week it is
Healthy Eating
Week and we have
been looking at
ways to keep
healthy. We started
the week by
brushing our teeth
and then writing
instructions on how
to do this. We have
had a fruit and
vegetable taste test
and used our senses
to describe how
they looked, tasted,
felt and smelt. We have been doing exercise in our PE lessons
and looking at the different food groups and the difference
between healthy and not healthy in science.
Tyrese: We tasted food. Vegetables. My favourite was the
watermelon because it looked good.
Jerome: I always eat green apples, always because I need to
stay strong. I drink apple juice sometimes. I think apple juice is
healthy because it’s made of apples.
Skye: I like bananas they are healthy. I liked all the fruits and
vegetables we tasted.
Saira: Healthy eating is about eating fruit and veg 5 times a
day if you are on a diet. If you’re not, you still have to eat
healthy. Try not to eat too much sweets or you might get a bit
chubby.
Keith: Sometimes I do like being healthy because it’s when
people eat vegetables and vitamins. To get healthy you need
to do exercise it will make you strong.
Adam: We need to be healthy so you can get strong. To be
healthy you need to eat veg and fruit.
Alex: I liked the carrot because it was tasty. It was crunchy.
Chibunna: I love, love the pineapple. The pineapple was
delicious and it tasted very fruity.
Ollie: I love carrots and cucumber because they are tasty. Fruit
and veg help you grow big and strong.
Kieran: I like bananas because they are better.

Walnut Class
Walnut have been using the new laptops in lessons
this week
Kyle: In food tech we used them to research
different countries and their food, it was easier than
doing it on the Ipads.
Jasmine: On the laptops on the first day we used
them to print out personal pictures for our lockers, I
chose a picture of JoJo who makes the bows.
Oskar: We used them in Performing Arts with Miss
Leach. We were looking up music.
Mya: In Performing Arts we made a poster of our
favourite singer on the laptops. We then listened to
the music by them.
Sanah: We made our own avatars in ICT with Miss
Rowley, I made mine look like myself with black
hair. Some of the others made their avatars look
really funny with green hair.
Amy: My avatar had pink hair because I like pink
hair. When I’m older I’m going to die my hair pink.
Mayson: I used the laptop to research Australian
food in Food Tech.
Alexis: I’ve used the laptops in cooking, I looked up
Chinese food because it’s one of my favourites. I
found a picture of chicken curry – it’s what I have if
we get a takeaway.
Quintin: In food tech we used them to find our
favourite food from different countries. Mine was
France and I used an image of a croissant.

Palm Class
Palm class have been exploring mark making on a grand
scale! Using very long brushes and black paint to create
lines, dots and dashes.
They will be developing their work to create a poly print
this term.
Alex: we have started using a
pencil to shade in patterns.
Daniel: In art I have been
drawing dots and lines to make
a pattern.
Parvir: I have been different
tones of shading using different
pencils.
Tino: I have been painting with the colour black to
make a stabbing on the paper to make a pattern.
Patryk: I have started shading in art, I have used a
paint brush.
Bradley: in my art lesson I have started to experiment
with dots and lines to create different types of
shading, I have used a long paint brush.

PE News
An amazing effort from Walnut
class in the Cooper run challenge.
They have all worked extremely
hard and completed the 12
minute run, not one of them quit,
the only class that has done that
this week.
A fantastic effort by all the class.
Mr Kilcoyne

Ash Class
This Ash class have been
exploring all of the
healthy foods from the
story ‘The Very Hungry
Caterpillar.’ They were
shown an apple, a pear,
orange, strawberry and
plum. When Ash class had
each fruit they were
encourages to smell, feel
and if they wanted too, taste each of these fruits and
communicating if they enjoyed it or not.
Aneyk: Smell the orange.

Hamza: Plum,
plum, plum.
Lucy: Orange is my
favourite.
Alex: I want pear.
Olivia: Olivia held
each fruit, smelled
it and gave it back.
Joshua: Strawberry,
orange.
Carter: I want the
orange.

Cedar Class
This week Cedar celebrated Healthy Eating Week by trying a
selection of new foods. They suggested things they would like to try
so we had an interesting range available including sushi, celery,
banana, avocado and a school roast!
Skye: I tried a school roast dinner this week. I usually have a
packed lunch. I tried stuffing for the first time I didn’t like but I’m
glad I tried it.
Kelsey: I tried sushi for the first time and I liked it. I was a little, bit
nervous but we did it all together.
Chiara: I tried banana today. It tasted kind of sweet, maybe I will
eat it again. You should eat fruit because it keeps you healthy.
RJ: This week I tried sushi that I’d never tried before. It was a bit
spicy but I would eat it again.
Lex: I feel a bit uncomfortable trying new foods. I do like to eat my mum’s roast dinner.
Giovanni: I find it hard to try new food. We had bacon sandwiches at forest school that we
cooked on the fire we built.
April: liked the sushi, I’d never tried the sushi before. I liked the seeds on it.
Josiah: I like trying new foods; I’ll try anything because it is exciting! Healthy eating is important so that you grow and
feel good.

Sycamore Class
Sycamore have been
investigating the
melting properties of
chocolate, this work is
part of a unit award
that they are working
towards this half term.
Tommy: In Food
Technology we found
out what the melting
point of different
chocolates are so we know which chocolate is best for a
recipe.
Jessica: We melted some chocolate to see the
temperature that it started to melt at, for completing the
investigation well Mrs Porter gave us some chocolate to
try at the end of the lesson. I was given star baker for
working well with my partner.
Ben: We melted different kind of chocolate. We did this to
investigate which chocolate would be best for the recipes
we had chosen in last lesson.
James: It was satisfying to see the chocolate melt, we
used different types of chocolate and melted them on
the hob.
Darren-Lee: We looked at different types of chocolate for
different recipes, to see which chocolate would work
better for each recipe. I found out that cocoa powder
was best to use for my biscuit recipe as it combines better
with the flour.
Tia: I thought of an idea to make my chocolate chip
cookies even better, I think
if I froze the chips first they
would melt slower when I
baked my cookies.
Armaan: We tested how
quickly the chocolate
melted. I found out that
the milk chocolate melts
the fastest.

Willow Class
In Willow

class we have
been reading a new book in
English called ‘Vlad and the
Great Fire of London’. This
book links with our topic and
has helped us to understand
what happened during the
great fire. We have really
enjoyed using role play to
retell our story.
Robert: I was Boxton the rat.
Kaiden: We pretended to
be the people running
away from the fire. Kaleem
was Vlad the flea and I was
Boxton asleep on the floor.
We did our story map and I was good at being a sleepy
Boxton. I remember Mr Pepys from the story buried his
cheese and wine.
Courtney: I knocked down the houses to stop the fire.
Ruby: I was pouring the water to stop the fire spreading.
Tristan: I pretended to be Mr Pepys. He is my favourite
character because he buries his cheese.
Hannah: I was screaming because there was fire
everywhere. If I was in the fire I would feel confused and
scared.
Max: We had to pretend to put the fire our using
buckets, we filled them with lots of water.
Kaleem: I was
Vlad. I bit Kaiden.
Robin: I
pretended to
pack away all of
my belongings like
in the story.
Kajetan: I ran
away from the
fire.

Elm Class
This week, we painted the salt dough and made bakery shops for role play.
We also looked at the Great Fire of London Monument and built our own
monuments.
Kaschan: I made a fantastic dragon picture for my shop sign. I liked doing
cooking and drawing not writing.
Jake: I did computing Prodigy maths. I did better than my friends at vertices
and missing numbers.
Kyle: I enjoyed painting the bread with beautiful
colours. I liked the fish and chips at lunch.
Lucas: I liked building the towers. The tower was massive
like a monument. I built 2 towers. I like the polydrons!
Ben: I enjoyed pretending to buy the bread in the
bakery role play.
Harry: I enjoyed making my shop and selling my bread!
It was a wonderful experience.
Baron: I enjoyed painting my bread items, working with
my teacher and playing football at lunchtime. My
teachers are awesome!
Ashantey: In the bakery role play I did buy one get one
free and I wrapped them.
Naomi: We were bakers and made bread out of salt
dough, then we made a shop and sold the bread. It
was nice and soft when we made the bread.

Hazel Class
This week Hazel class have
been learning about
healthy eating and
exercising in lots of different
lessons. In Science we
learned about how plants
make their own food. We
prepared slides and used
the microscopes to look at little holes called stomata on
the underside of leaves where gases plants use (carbon
dioxide) and make (oxygen) go in and out.
Abiah: I enjoyed Food Tech this week because we
made naan bread, it was fun and exciting. I learned
that eating healthily helps you to not become ill. The
naan was very tasty.
Kieran: In Science we learned that plants were
important for food. In DT we were planning the kitchen
garden and in PE we did the Cooper run, we walked
then run then walked, it was to build our stamina. I liked
it all.
Bella: In Food Tech this week we were split into groups. I
was in a threesome with Anna and Rebecca. We took
turns making the dough for the naan bread, when it was
ready we split it into 3. Then I added herbs and spices to
before it cooked it.
Rebecca: I learned about how eating healthily helps us
get more energy. I enjoyed PE because we were doing
the cross training, it was fun. We learned that staying fit is
important.
Ethan: I have learned this week that we have to eat
healthy food because it’s good for us. It will make us live
longer, if we don’t eat healthily we might get diabetes
or

become overweight.
Taylon: This week in PE we were testing out stamina by
doing the Cooper run. Doing this will help us to improve
our stamina. We will be able to run for longer. I have
enjoyed learning about eating healthily and exercising
this week.
Anna: I enjoyed my school dinner this week. I had roast
chicken. I didn’t like the carrots much but I did like the
cabbage, I went up and asked for seconds. In
Horticulture this week me and Rebecca had a
competition about how many potatoes we could find. I
really enjoyed that.
Dawid: In PE we were doing the Cooper run which is a
stamina test, we ran, then we walked and then we ran
again. I enjoyed it and I learnt that I need to keep fit to
be healthy.
Callum: In PE this week we have been doing netball – I
scored a lot of goals. We also took part in the Cooper
test – in this you have to go around a circuit as many
times as possible taking
it in turns to run and
walk.
Kirsty: This week at
school I have been
learning about getting
fit and healthy. I want
to do a lot of exercise
and I want to eat more
healthily. Exercising is
very important because
we need to be fit – I
really enjoy exercising,
in fact I love it!

Support Mrs Horner Running the Virtual London
Marathon
Mrs Horner LSA from Maple class will be running the virtual London
Marathon Sunday 4th October, she will be departing Wootton
around 10am and running around Bedford, eventually finishing
back in Wootton after 26.2 miles and about 5 hours.
Nikki will be running to raise funds for our Forest School, as you may
know we were broken into 2 weeks ago; she has been fundraising
since to help buy a secure container and replace all the tools
stolen.
If you would like to donate the link is https://gf.me/u/y2pi43 Or
search Grange Academy on gofundme.com.
The route map is here https://www.komoot.com/tour/266962064?ref=wtd

Sign of the Week
Grange Academy have introduced a British Sign Language sign of the week. Please
practice this with your children.
You will find this information on our website www.grange.beds.sch.uk
You will find this information on the school website. Each week there will be a new link for the
sign and a image and video on who to sign it.
The sign for week w/c 5th October 2020 is: Egg
https://www.signbsl.com/sign/egg
Instructions: Index and middle fingers of the primary hand extended and with palm facing up. Make slicing
movement over top of second fist.
UNICEF: Rights
Respecting Schools Gold
School
Article of the Week

Grange School Values
At Grange Academy all staff and pupils celebrate the main
values of Belong, Believe and Achieve. Each fortnight the
whole school will focus on one of the values under these
headings. This term we will be exploring all of the values that
help us to feel that we Believe in the school community.
The value for w/c 28th September 2020 is belong (manners)
I was really pleased to see Taylon using lovely manners
asking Mrs. Rowley for his breakfast club money this
week. (Mrs Heritage)
Mya and Amy from Walnut classes just showed great
manners, when Tino asked if she could sit and have lunch
with them they said yes she could which made Tino
extremely happy. (Mr Kilcoyne)
Jerome getting Skye a tissue when she as feeling sad, and
telling her it will be OK. (Mrs Horner)
Tommy - fantastic role model to others always polite and
well mannered.
Armaan - asking permission to speak if others are already
talking rather than talking over them. (Mrs Porter)
I have generally observed, an overall view of good manners
shown. (Mrs Blair)

McMillan Coffee Morning Update
Thank you to all parents, carers, pupils and
staff who supported our McMillan Coffee
Morning. We raised £64.06

Go Fund Me Update
A massive thank you to everyone who has generously donated
on our Go Fund Me page to replace tools and equipment that
were stolen from Grange Academy.
I can announce that we have raised an amazing £2455.00
If anyone would still like to donate the link is
www.gofundme/GrangeAcademy

Attendance

Please talk to your
children about the
articles each week.
Article 3
All adults should do what is best for you.
When adults make decisions, they
should think about how their decisions
will affect children.

Each week a pupil at Grange
Academy will give us their thoughts and
comments on the Article of the Week.
Armaan (Sycamore)
My mum helps me to learn how to
cook and clean and teachers help me
to learn to get a good job.

Other Notices
Relationships and Sex Education (RSE) Parent
Consultation
All parents/carers are invited to attend a
parent consultation afternoon, either in
school or preferably online via a Zoom
conference due to the current situation with
Covid19.
Zoom invitation
Meeting ID: 920 3299 4299
Passcode: 52WM4K
The date for this consultation is 6th October
2020 at 2pm, hopefully you are able to
accept the invitation to log on and join
other parents along with myself and Miss

LETS TALK Sessions
Skye (Cedar) is getting more confident in
talking about her feelings, Mrs Blair was so
proud of her that Skye received a positive
postcard.
Skye: I like talking to Mrs Blair, I feel
happier afterwards. I got to see the
rainbow lights for sharing a good thing
about my week.
Reminder—please return photo permission letters
so we know how your child’s photo can be used
in school.

Grange Diary Dates
Harvest Festival

Tuesday 6th October 2020
Donations of non-perishable

Parents Evening

Well done to Elm, Maple, Sycamore and Walnut classes
for 100% attendance this week. Fantastic 4 classes
achieving 100%.

Tuesday 6th October 2020
4pm—6.45 pm
Telephone Appointments

